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Response: When we used the term
contemporaneous, we meant that the
interpretation of the procedure by the
radiologist or cardiologist and the
diagnosis and treatment of the
beneficiary by the physician in the
emergency room occur at the same time,
as opposed to an interpretation
performed hours or days after the
beneficiary is sent home. While the
argument that the carrier should pay for
any interpretation furnished timely
sounds reasonable, it does not reflect
the realities of claims processing. It
would be impossible for a reviewer to
make an assessment in every individual
case as to whether the second
interpretation was furnished ‘‘timely.’’
In situations in which both physicians
bill for the interpretation, the question
to be resolved is whether the radiologist
or cardiologist performed the
interpretation in time to be used in the
diagnosis and treatment of the patient.
As set forth in the proposal, we believe
that in any case in which the radiologist
or cardiologist furnishes the
interpretation (a written interpretation
or a verbal interpretation that will be
written later), the emergency room
physician should not bill for the
interpretation, and the carrier should
pay for the claim submitted by the
radiologist or cardiologist. The
comments we received from the
emergency room physicians did not
seem to be requesting payment for
interpretations furnished under these
conditions. We agree that an
interpretation furnished via
teleradiology meets the requirement
when the interpretation is used in the
diagnosis and treatment of the patient.

Comment: Several commenters
indicated that emergency room
physicians without formal training in
interpreting computerized axial
tomography (CT) scans will miss subtle
changes which could lead to permanent
injuries to patients. They also stated that
there were problems with the
application of the proposal to other
diagnostic procedures such as
mammography, ultrasound, and upper
and lower gastrointestinal series.

Response: This proposal applies only
to x-ray procedures and EKGs furnished
in emergency rooms.

Comment: Many radiologists
indicated that the proposal will increase
the Medicare program costs
‘‘tremendously’’ because of the potential
for self-referral abuse. The commenters
believed that physicians who see
patients in the emergency room will
order unnecessary tests if they know
that they will be able to bill for the
interpretations of these tests.

Response: We would be interested in
reviewing any evidence the radiologists
have that emergency room physicians
order additional tests that are not
medically necessary when they are
permitted to bill for x-ray and EKG
interpretations. We are also interested in
any suggestions we might offer to the
carriers on how to identify such
unnecessary testing. We will address
any self referral prohibitions within our
Stark regulations.

Comment: Several radiologists
pointed out that a proper interpretation
does not really mean a ‘‘check’’ or a few
words on the chart, but requires a full
written report.

Response: We agree completely. The
requirement for a written report of the
interpretation of an x-ray or EKG is an
integral part of our proposal. We would
point out that less extensive ‘‘reviews’’
by emergency room physicians are not
separately billable because payment for
such reviews is included in the payment
for the evaluation and management
services rendered in an emergency
room.

Comment: Many radiologists
commented that, while some emergency
medicine specialists are very proficient
at reading trauma films, they lack the
necessary training to identify subtle
changes. For example, a patient is
brought into the emergency room with
chest trauma. The commenter indicated
that the emergency physician would
identify the broken ribs but miss a lung
tumor. Several other commenters were
concerned that a missed early diagnosis
could result from an interpretation
performed by a nonradiologist
emergency room physician while a
radiologist would review the total film
rather than just the area of clinical
concern.

Response: It seems to us that the
major purpose of the emergency room x-
ray in this instance would be to
diagnose the degree of chest trauma.
However, in this circumstance, if the
emergency physician billed for the
interpretation and a radiologist made an
additional finding of a lung tumor, it
would be appropriate for the carrier to
pay for both interpretations.

Comment: One radiologist indicated
that all too often the emergency room
preliminary interpretation is made by a
nurse or medical student and the films
are never reviewed by a staff emergency
room physician.

Response: It is difficult to see how
such an observation relates to our
proposal. A physician could not provide
a written interpretation of an x-ray
unless he or she personally viewed it. A
written report of interpretation is an
integral part of our proposal.

Comment: Many commenters objected
to the hospital playing a role in
determining which physician should
bill for the interpretation of these
procedures. The following comments
were received:

• Hospitals are not capable of making
such determinations.

• It would be in the financial interest
of the hospital for the interpretation to
be paid to those physicians who order
the most tests.

• The medical staff is usually a
legally separate and independent body
from the hospital, and hospitals have no
authority to become involved in such
matters.

• Such decisions should be left to
peer review.

• Hospitals should be encouraged to
ensure that the billed interpretation is
the one upon which treatment is based.

• The concept of a hospital making a
policy decision as to which physician
should get paid for interpretations will
be a regulatory nightmare and the time
and money carriers will have to expend
to monitor the situations will be
enormous. However, one emergency
room physician commented that he
hoped the proposal would encourage
radiologists and cardiologists to furnish
these interpretations in a more timely
fashion.

Response: In developing our proposal,
we considered requiring hospitals to
notify their local carrier of the identity
of the physician who would be
performing these interpretations for
their patients. We determined that such
a requirement would have had an effect
as indicated by one of the commenters
and that our authority to impose such a
requirement was questionable.
However, under our proposal, we
suggested that hospitals act to ensure
that only one interpretation is billed.
(Hospitals could do this now; we are not
mandating an additional duty.) If a
carrier receives only one claim, there
will be no problem. The problem will
arise when hospitals do not take action
and the carrier receives two claims for
each interpretation and then must make
a determination about which claim to
pay. It seems reasonable to us for
hospitals to work with their medical
staffs to establish guidelines for the
billing of x-ray and EKG interpretations
for emergency room patients.

Comment: Some commenters
expressed concern about the effect of
the proposal on small, rural hospitals in
which there are an insufficient number
of radiologists to cover the emergency
room 24 hours a day. It was pointed out
that many of these hospitals either go
without any service at all and ship films
to radiologists for interpretation or


